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Abstract
Are there any dispositions one must have if one believes p? A widespread answer
emphasizes the role of beliefs in reasoning and holds that if one believes p, one must
be disposed to treat p as true (rely on p/use p as a premise) in one’s reasoning. I argue
that this answer is subject to counterexamples.
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1 Introduction

What exactly one is disposed to do if one believes p varies considerably. Whether one
is disposed to pick up an umbrella if one believes that it will rain, for instance, depends
on whether one has appropriate means-end beliefs and desires (Geach 1971). In light
of this, we may wonder: are there any dispositions one must have if one believes p?
One common answer emphasizes the role of beliefs in reasoning: one’s beliefs appear
to supply onewith premises one can exploit in reasoning towards lemmas/conclusions.
According to this answer, if one believes p, one must be disposed to treat p as true
(rely on p/use p as a premise) in one’s reasoning. Call this the reasoning disposition
claim.1

Variants of the reasoning disposition claim are widespread. For instance, Ross and
Schroeder (2014) say that “at least part of the functional role of belief is that believing
[...] p defeasibly disposes the believer to treat p as true in her reasoning” (pp. 267–
8). For Ross and Schroeder, this means that a reasoning disposition is essential to

1 The label is inspired by Ross and Schroeder (2014)’s reasoning disposition account of belief. The rea-
soning disposition claim, however, is endorsed also by theorists, like Williamson, who do not endorse Ross
and Schroeder’s reasoning disposition account.
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believing p (pp. 270, 272). And from this it arguably follows that necessarily, if one
believes p, one is defeasibly disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning.2 As another
example, consider Williamson (2017) who restricts his claim to practical reasoning.
According to Williamson, “belief is a sort of state disposed to make the premises of
practical reasoning”: “if you have no disposition whatever to rely on it as a premise
in practical reasoning, it is no belief” (p. 173).34

My aim here is to argue against the reasoning disposition claim. More carefully,
I will focus on one way of understanding that claim that clarifies how the reasoning
disposition is individuated.

In general, there are two contrasting views of howdispositions are individuated. The
first individuates a disposition by the pair of its stimulus condition and manifestation.5

On this option, ‘treat p as true’ specifies the reasoning disposition’s manifestation
and ‘in one’s reasoning’ its stimulus condition so that the stimulus condition is a
(suitable) activity of reasoning. However, following Vetter (2015, pp.63–7), I will
assume that a disposition is instead individuated solely by its manifestation.6 On this
view, the infinitival clause ‘to treat p as true in one’s reasoning’ specifies the reasoning
disposition’s manifestation only.

I will argue that, given the manifestation-only view of dispositions, the reasoning
disposition claim is false. My argument will proceed by considering three ways of
interpreting the infinitival clause that specifies the reasoning disposition’s manifesta-
tion: either the prepositional phrase ‘in one’s reasoning’ functions as a kind of locative
modifier (Sect. 2), or as introducing the antecedent of a conditional (Sect. 3), or it is
redundant (Sect. 4). On all of these interpretations, it is possible to believe p without
being disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning, and the reasoning disposition
claim suffers from counterexamples. I conclude (Sect. 5) by briefly lifting my restric-
tion to a manifestation-only view of dispositions to show that my counterexamples
generalize given at least the specific version of the stimulus-manifestation view due
to Wasserman (2011).

Before turning to my argument, it might be helpful to make two further clarifi-
cations regarding its scope. First, we might wonder whether my arguments against
the reasoning disposition claim generalize to Ross and Schroeder’s view. For whilst
they talk about a defeasible disposition to treat p as true in one’s reasoning, I have
formulated the reasoning disposition claim so as to concern a disposition to treat p as

2 The entailment here depends on the commonassumption that if it is essential for x to be F , then necessarily,
if x exists, x is F . This assumption is endorsed by views that take essences to be definable in terms of
necessity (Cowling 2013; Wildman 2013) as well as views that take essences to be more basic than (at least
some) necessities (e.g. Fine 1994; Hale 2002).
3 Williamson seems to talk about relying on a belief state rather than relying on a proposition one believes.
For present purposes, the difference between these claims does notmatter.My argument in this paper applies
either way.
4 Further endorsements of the reasoning disposition claim can be found in Smithies (2012) and Weisberg
(2020) among others.
5 Or, if the disposition is multi-track, by several such pairs.
6 One reason for making this move, noted also by Manley and Wasserman (2008, pp. 72–3), is that typical
adjectives used to ascribe dispositions in natural language, such as ‘fragile,’ ‘transmissible’ and ‘irascible,’
only specify the disposition’s manifestation: breaking, being transmitted, and getting angry. Thus, taking
natural language at face value, we have reason to adopt the manifestation-only view of dispositions.
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true in one’s reasoning (notice the absence of ‘defeasible’). Fortunately, however, this
difference does not affect my argument.7 Ross and Schroeder’s talk of defeasibility
highlights that the reasoning disposition is subject to specific masking conditions.8

As they put it, this disposition “is overridden when the costs of mistakenly acting as
if p are salient” (2014, p. 279; see also p. 267).9 When one’s reasoning disposition
is overriden in such a high stakes case, one relies on one’s credence rather than one’s
belief; one does not treat p as true in one’s reasoning, but only as likely to degree d
(where the value of d is fixed by one’s credence). Given this, a defeasible disposition
to treat p as true in one’s reasoning is a disposition to treat p as true in one’s reasoning
subject to specific masking conditions. But, as we will see, these masking conditions
do not obtain in the examples I will rely on. Thus, whether the reasoning disposition
is subject to Ross and Schroeder’s specific masking conditions makes no difference to
whether my examples are counterexamples to the claim that belief entails a reasoning
disposition; my argument generalizes to Ross and Schroeder’s view.10

A second clarification regarding the scope of my argument turns on the modal
force of the reasoning disposition claim. Following the spirit of extant discussions, I
formulate this claim as a claim of necessity: it is meant to be true at all metaphysically
possible worlds that if one believes p, one is disposed to treat p as true in one’s
reasoning. The counterexamples below falsify this claim of necessity, by showing that
it is metaphysically possible to believe p without being disposed to treat p as true
in one’s reasoning. However, since most of these examples are, admittedly, unusual
cases, they are, by and large, not apt for falsifying weaker claims in the vicinity of
the reasoning disposition claim, such as the claim that it is true at all worlds like, or
normal relative to, the actual world that if one believes p, one is disposed to treat p
as true in one’s reasoning.11 So, for all I say here, weakening the modal force of the
reasoning disposition claim may well yield defensible alternatives. Whether it in fact
does, however, is a question I leave for another occasion.

7 Ross and Schroeder sometimes also call the reasoning disposition a default disposition (e.g. p. 267). In
doing so, they appear to treat ‘defeasible’ and ‘default’ as equivalent. At other points, Ross and Schroeder
take the reasoning disposition to be automatic (e.g. fn.14, p. 270). Like its defeasibility, the reasoning
disposition’s automaticity does not undermine my arguments below, since my arguments show that no
disposition to treat p as true in one’s reasoning of any kind, automatic or not, is required for believing p.
8 Amasking condition is onewhere an object retains a disposition, despite being prevented frommanifesting
it. Compare a fragile vase in bubble wrap: the bubble wrap does not remove the vase’s fragility, but prevents
it from manifesting.
9 Weisberg (2020, p. 4), who also endorses the reasoning disposition claim, suggests that one’s disposition
may also be overridden if the implications of p are surprising.
10 An alternative interpretation has Ross and Schroeder say that the manifestation, not the disposition is
defeasible. The reasoning disposition, then, is a disposition to defeasibly treat p as true in one’s reasoning.
Perhaps, thismanifestation is to be understood in analogywith a conditional, so that the reasoning disposition
is a disposition to treat p as true in one’s reasoning if no defeating conditions are present, where conditions
like being in a high stakes case are among the defeating conditions. My discussion of the claim that the
reasoning disposition is a disposition to verify a conditional below suggests that this option also faces
significant challenges.
11 One exception is the counterexample to the strict conditional interpretation of the reasoning disposition
in Sect. 3.2. This case involves a perfectly ordinary case and so generalizes also to the strict conditional
interpretations of the modally weakened claims in the text.
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2 The locative interpretation

How exactly should we understand the reasoning disposition claim? One important
choice point concerns what contribution we take the prepositional phrase ‘in one’s
reasoning’ to make. On one natural interpretation, the prepositional phrase ‘in one’s
reasoning’ functions as a special kind of post-verbal locative modifier. The next sub-
section will explain this interpretation. The argument against it is then developed in
two further steps (Sects. 2.2 and 2.3).

2.1 A special kind of post-verbal locative modifier

Post-verbal locative modifiers express properties of an individual and a place of some
sort. For instance, ‘Alice swam her laps in the pool’ says, roughly, that there was an
event of Alice swimming that was located in the pool.12 Similarly, ‘one treats p as
true in one’s reasoning’ says, roughly, that there is an event of one treating p as true
located in an event of one reasoning.

Interpreting the claim that an event of Alice swimming was located in the pool is
straightforward. The pool occupies a certain region of space r . The event at issue was
located in the pool because it occurred in a subregion of r . But this interpretation does
not generalize to the claim that an event of one treating p as true is located in an event
of one reasoning. The region at issue here is not a spatial one. Instead, I suggest, the
event of one treating p as true is located in an event of one’s reasoning insofar as it is
a part of such an event.13

This interpretation receives independent confirmation from the fact that the prepo-
sition ‘in’ is regularly used to talk about parthood. Culinary contexts provide some
examples. Consider: ‘What’s in Mapo Tofu? Sichuan pepper for sure.’ The natural
interpretation of the response is that Sichuan pepper is a part of Mapo Tofu. Contexts
in which we are concerned with the content of books provide further examples: e.g.
‘The chapter on assertion in Knowledge and Its Limits is worth reading.’ The natural
interpretation here is that the mentioned chapter is a part of Knowledge and Its Limits.

As an alternative to my interpretation, we may be tempted to interpret ‘in one’s
reasoning’ as a post-verbal durative modifier which, roughly, locates an eventuality
within a temporal region. Admittedly, the preposition ‘in’ often features in such mod-
ifiers. Consider ‘John read the book in ten minutes,’ for instance. However, the verb
phrase ‘treat p as true’ does not in general combine with durative modifiers featur-
ing the preposition ‘in;’ rather, it combines with durative modifiers featuring ‘for’ or
‘throughout’:

12 I here focus on external locatives, where an event is located in a place of some kind. There are also
internal locatives where some participant of an event is located in a place of some kind; for instance, ‘The
cook prepared the chicken in a Marijuana sauce’ which says, roughly, that the chicken is located in the
sauce as part of a preparation event. And, finally, there are frame-setting locatives, which typically occur
clause-initial: e.g. ‘In Sweden, Fred was cold’ which says, roughly, that whilst in Sweden, Fred was cold.
See Ernst (2016) and Maienborn (2001) for discussion.
13 Compare Fine (2010): “When one object is a part of another, there is a sense in which it is in the other—
not in the sense of being enclosed by the other, as when a marble is in an urn, but more in the sense of being
integral to the other” (p. 560).
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1. John treated p as true for too long/throughout the day / # in hours.

This suggests that the phrase ‘in one’s reasoning’ as it occurs in ‘one treats p as true
in one’s reasoning’ does not function as a post-verbal durative modifier.

The locative interpretation of ‘in one’s reasoning’ allows us to understand the
reasoning disposition as the disposition to be such that there is an event of one treating
p as true that is part of an event of one reasoning.14 This understanding fuels a two-
step argument against the reasoning disposition claim. First, it allows us to argue
(Subsect. 2.2) that being disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning entails being
disposed to reason. And that entailment then allows us (Subsect. 2.3) to construct a
counterexample to the reasoning disposition claim involving a subject that believes p,
but is not disposed to reason, and so, by the entailment, not disposed to treat p as true
in their reasoning.

2.2 A disposition to reason

In addition to the locative interpretation of ‘in one’s reasoning’, my argument for the
claim that being disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning entails being disposed
to reason uses two principles governing disposition ascriptions.

The first connects dispositions whose manifestation involves a parthood relation
amongst events with dispositions whose manifestation involves a conjunction of
events. It says that:

2. Necessarily, if one is disposed to be such that there is an event of one ming that
is part of an event of one ning, then one is disposed to be such that (there is an
event of one ming and an event of one ning).15

So, for instance, suppose Alice is disposed to swim as part of competing for gold, i.e.
disposed to be such that there is an event of Alice swimming that is part of an event of
her competing for gold. Then the principle predicts that Alice is disposed to swim and
compete for gold, i.e. disposed to be such that (there is an event of Alice swimming
and an event of her competing for gold).

Support for this prediction comes from infelicitous conjunctions that assert an
instance of 2.’s antecedent, whilst negating a corresponding instance of its consequent.
Consider:

3. # Alice is disposed to swim as part of competing for gold, but not disposed to
swim and compete for gold.

A natural explanation of the infelicity here is available in three steps. It says, first,
that it is impossible for Alice to have the disposition to swim as part of competing

14 In parsing this disposition ascription, care must be taken to read it as de dicto. It does not imply that
there is an event of one treating p as true that is part of an event of one reasoning such that one is disposed
to be such that it obtains.
15 The principle does not require that the ming events that verify the first existential quantification are
distinct from the ning events that verify the second. For all the principle says, they may be identical: Alice,
for instance, may compete by swimming, and this may mean that her competing and her swimming are one
event under two descriptions. Compare Hornsby (1980) and Anscombe (1963, §§23-6). In this context, it
is also worth emphasizing that the principle is formulated using parthood, rather than proper parthood, and
so allows the events verifying the antecedent to be identical.
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for gold, whilst failing to have a disposition to swim and compete for gold; second,
that competent speakers of (philosophical) English recognize this impossibility and
so know that 3. is necessarily false; and third, that in light of this knowledge, they take
an utterance of 3. to be infelicitous. Evidently, the first step in this explanation entails
principle 2.

Principle 2. is also validated by various semantics for disposition ascriptions. As
an example, consider Vetter (2015, p.73) (see also Aimar 2018, p.15).16 For Vetter,
disposition ascriptions are close in flavour to possibility claims.17 ‘The vase is fragile,’
for instance, is true just in case there are a few worlds at which the vase breaks, where
context determines which worlds are relevant and how many of them count as ‘a few’.
Applying this semantics, ‘Alice is disposed to swim as part of competing for gold’ is
true just in case there are a few contextually relevant worlds at which Alice is such
that there is an event of her swimming that is part of an event of her competing for
gold. But of course, at any such world Alice will be such that there is an event of her
swimming and an event of her competing for gold. So, if Alice is disposed to be such
that there is an event of Alice swimming that is part of an event of her competing for
gold, then Alice is disposed to be such that (there is an event of Alice swimming and
an event of her competing for gold). Generalizing, we get principle 2.18

Thanks to the locative interpretation of ‘in one’s reasoning’ and principle 2., having
the reasoning disposition—the disposition to be such that (there is an event of one
treating p as true that is part of an event of one reasoning)—entails being disposed to
be such that (there is an event of one treating p as true and an event of one reasoning).
This in turn entails, by way of a second principle, that one is disposed to reason.
According to this second principle, dispositions distribute over conjunction:

4. Necessarily, if one is disposed to be such that (there is an event of one ming and
an event of one ning), then one is disposed to m and disposed to n.

To illustrate, suppose Alice is disposed to swim and compete for gold, i.e. disposed
to be such that there is an event of her swimming and an event of her competing for
gold. Then the principle predicts that she is both disposed to swim and disposed to
compete for gold.

16 Maier (2016)’s semantics also validates the principle and so does Aimar (2018)’s, at least on the assump-
tion that ‘easily,’ which plays a crucial role in Aimar’s account (see section 3.2), obeys a version of the
principle too.
Note that the semantic theories I refer to are developed as semantics of dispositional adjectives like ‘fragile’,
‘irascible’, and others ending in ‘-ble’. However, since the technical locution ‘is disposed to’ is meant to
capture the properties objects have in virtue of satisfying dispositional adjectives (Aimar 2018, p.3), it is
natural to use the same semantics to evaluate disposition ascriptions using the ‘is disposed to’-construction.
17 A complication I ignore here is that Vetter gives another semantics for adjectives like ‘breakable’ (as
opposed to ‘fragile’ and ‘irascible’) that uses aweakermodal force than the one in the text, namely existential
quantification over contextually relevant worlds. However, this semantics validates the principles in the text
just as well as the semantics discussed in the text does. So, for brevity, I omit discussion of Vetter’s second
semantics.
18 Vetter’s semantics for disposition ascriptions, like those cited in the previous footnote, is contextualist.
Thus, whether a disposition ascription is true depends on the context in which it is uttered. In light of this,
let me emphasize that principle 2. (just like the second principle below) is intended to hold within individual
contexts; in particular, the antecedent and consequent of the embedded conditional are to be evaluated at the
same context. For all I say here, shifts in context may yield cases where the antecedent is true as evaluated
at the initial context, whilst the consequent is false at the shifted context.
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As was the case for principle 2., evidence that this prediction is correct comes from
infelicitous conjunctions. Consider:

5. # Alice is disposed to swim and compete for gold, but not disposed to swim
(compete for gold).

Principle 4. is also validated by various semantics for disposition ascriptions.
Returning to Vetter’s semantics, ‘Alice is disposed to swim and compete for Gold’
is true just in case there are a few contextually relevant worlds at which Alice is such
that she swims and competes for gold. But of course, at any such world both ‘Alice
swims’ and ‘Alice competes for gold’ are true. So, if Alice is disposed to swim and
compete for gold, then she is disposed to swim and she is disposed to compete for
gold. Generalizing, we get principle 4.

Given principles 2. and 4., as well as the locative interpretation of ‘in one’s rea-
soning,’ having the reasoning disposition entails that one is disposed to reason. Thus,
lacking the disposition to reason entails lacking the reasoning disposition. I will now
exploit this fact to construct a counterexample to the reasoning disposition claim: a
possible case where the subject believes p, but is not disposed to reason, and so not
disposed to treat p as true in their reasoning.

2.3 The counterexample

Given the entailment from lacking the disposition to reason to not being disposed
to treat p as true in one’s reasoning, the answer to whether the reasoning disposition
claim is true depends on whether there are any subjects that are not disposed to reason,
but nonetheless believe some p. I think there are such subjects.

Here is one: Imagine a creature, Numan, resembling an ordinary human, except that
she has a slightly different neural architecture. Hers is more compartmentalized than
that of an ordinary human. Her perceptual processing and perceptual recognitional
capacities are realized by one part of her brain; her memories by another; her speech
comprehension and control by yet another; and her reasoning by still another one.

Even though Numan’s affective, cognitive, and perceptual processes are realized
in distinct parts of Numan’s brain, they interact and make her functionally indistin-
guishable from a human, at least in normal circumstances. But, what if certain parts
of her brain are damaged or removed? Let’s imagine, in particular, that the part of her
brain realizing her reasoning is removed, perhaps by targeted surgery, and her brain
has not (yet) reorganized in such a way as to realize her reasoning in a different part.
Now, Numan is unable to reason, for she lacks the neural architecture required for
it. Crucially, this inability to reason seems to entail that she is not disposed to reason
either. As she’s missing a realizer for her reasoning and so is unable to reason, her
disposition to reason is not merely masked or otherwise prevented from manifesting,
unlike the fragility of a vase that is masked by some bubble wrap.

Despite being unable to reason, however, Numan is functionally indistinguishable
from an ordinary human in a wide variety of ways. Suppose, for instance, that she
believed (and even knew) p before her targeted surgery and that, even after her surgery,
she remains (i) in a position to remember p; (ii) disposed to consciously judge that p is
true; (iii) disposed to assert p (for instance,when directly asked p?); (iv) disposed to act
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so as to satisfy those of her desires concerning which p represents an available means
of satisfaction (with the exception of actions that require reasoning, of course); and (v)
disposed to be surprised upon (apparently) discovering that ¬p. After all, the parts of
the brain realizing Numan’s memory, perceptual recognition, speech comprehension
and control, and much else were left intact by the surgery. Given the wide variety of
ways in which Numan is functionally indistinguishable from an ordinary human who
believes p, and given that she believed (and even knew) p before her targeted surgery,
it is hard to deny that she still believes p, even after her surgery. And this is so, despite
the fact that she is not disposed to reason. But, if she believes pwithout being disposed
to reason, then the entailment from not being disposed to reason to not being disposed
to treat p as true in one’s reasoning tells us that she believes p without being disposed
to treat p as true in her reasoning. Thus, Numan is a counterexample to the reasoning
disposition claim.

3 The conditional interpretation

One way to undermine the argument of the last section is to interpret ‘in one’s reason-
ing’ as introducing the antecedent of a conditional, rather than as a post-verbal locative
modifier. Given this, treating p as true in one’s reasoning no longer entails being the
agent of an event that is part of an event of one reasoning. Hence my argument based
on Numan’s case is, at least at first glance, moot. But, what conditional should we
appeal to?

3.1 Amaterial conditional?

One option interprets the disposition to treat p as true in one’s reasoning as the dispo-
sition to satisfy the material conditional ‘if one reasons, then one treats p as true.’19

However, this option trivializes the reasoning disposition claim. For one satisfies the
material conditional at issue if one does not reason. But then, if one is disposed not
to reason, one is disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning. Depending on what is
required for one to be disposed not to reason, a wide range of individuals, inanimate
or not, now satisfy the necessary condition for believing p which the reasoning dispo-
sition claim imposes. For instance, as it has no mind, a stone is disposed not to reason
and so, on the present option, is disposed to treat any p as true in its reasoning.

At first glance, the fact that a stone is intuitively not disposed to treat any propo-
sitions as true in its reasoning raises a red flag for this proposal. However, defenders
of the reasoning disposition claim might reply that the material conditional interpre-
tation’s odd consequences are outweighed by its potential in insulating the reasoning
disposition claim from counterexample. Pursuing this reply, they might say that, by
lacking the neural realizer required for her to reason, Numan is not only not disposed
to reason, but also disposed not to reason, and so disposed to treat p as true in her

19 Plausibly, the antecedent should be further restricted to reasoning where p is relevant or something
similar. I omit this complication in the text, as it makes no difference to my argument.
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reasoning. The material conditional interpretation thus undermines Numan’s status as
a counterexample to the reasoning disposition claim.

That the material conditional interpretation trivializes the reasoning disposition
claim does not mean that it ascribes beliefs to stones and entities like them.20 As
the reasoning disposition claim is merely a necessary condition for believing p, the
stone’s being disposed to treat p as true in its reasoning does not force defenders of
the reasoning disposition claim to mistakenly predict that it believes p. However, the
material conditional interpretation does suffer from other shortcomings, in addition
to predicting that the stone is disposed to treat p as true in its reasoning, in light of
which even defenders of the reasoning disposition claim should reject it. In particular,
the material conditional interpretation undermines several of the motivations for the
reasoning disposition claim noted in the literature (e.g., by Ross and Schroeder 2014,
pp. 275–85).

Let me illustrate this by way of an example from Ross and Schroeder’s discussion.
(I discuss two further examples taken from their discussion in fn.21.). According to
Ross and Schroeder (ibid., pp. 276–7), the reasoning disposition claim helps to explain
a datum they call correctness, viz. that believing p when p is true constitutes being
right about p, whereas believing p when p is false constitutes being wrong about p.
Given the reasoning disposition claim, they suggest, there is a sense in which believing
entails getting things right or wrong. For if p is true, then being disposed to treat p
as true in one’s reasoning amounts to being disposed to reasoning in a way that gets
things right about p. And if p is false, then being disposed to treat p as true in one’s
reasoning amounts to being disposed to reasoning in away that gets thingswrong about
p. So, the reasoning disposition explains why believing p entails getting things right
(wrong) if p is true (false). (To explain the further claim that believing p constitutes
being right (wrong) about p if p is true (false), rather than just entailing it, Ross and
Schroeder appear to rely on their claim that being disposed to treat p as true in one’s
reasoning is essential to believing p.)

The material conditional interpretation undermines this explanation in at least two
ways. First, it entails that being disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning does not
amount to being disposed to reasoning in a way that gets things right or wrong about
p. On the material conditional interpretation, a stone/Numan is disposed to treat p as
true in their reasoning, but not disposed to reason, and so not disposed to reasoning in
any way. A related problem arises when we consider a creature, Tuman, who is just
like Numan, except that she has no view about whether p. Since she has no view on
the matter, Tuman is neither right nor wrong about p, regardless of how things turn
out regarding p. But, like Numan, she is disposed to treat p as true in her reasoning.
Consequently, the material conditional interpretation predicts that having a reasoning
disposition does not entail that one is right (wrong) about p if p is true (false). These
two problems highlight that, on the material conditional interpretation, the reasoning
disposition amounts to less thanwemight expect. In light of this, however, maintaining

20 I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for pushing me to clarify this point.
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an entailment from believing p to the reasoning disposition does not help to explain
why believing p constitutes getting things right (wrong).21

In sum, I suggest that the material conditional interpretation should be rejected
even by defenders of the reasoning disposition claim. Due to trivializing the reasoning
disposition claim, it not only predicts dispositions we intuitively do not ascribe, but
also undermines various motivations meant to support the reasoning disposition claim.

3.2 A strict conditional?

One alternative to the material conditional interpretation, which avoids trivializing the
reasoning disposition claim, interprets the disposition to treat p as true in one’s reason-
ing as the disposition to satisfy the strict conditional ‘necessarily, if one reasons, one
treats p as true.’ This strict conditional embeds the earlier material conditional under
a necessity operator ‘necessarily,’ interpreted as a universal quantifier whose domain
is restricted to the metaphysically possible worlds. The strict conditional ‘necessarily,
if one reasons, then one treats p as true’ is true just in case the embedded material
conditional is true at all metaphysically possible worlds.

This option may not trivialize the reasoning disposition claim, as even a stone may
reason at somemetaphysically possible world and so fail to vacuously satisfy the strict
conditional. However, the strict conditional interpretation still faces difficulties. John,

21 Let me mention two further motivations Ross and Schroeder cite. The first turns on the datum that
belief is subject to the consistency norm “where A is a small set of related propositions that are jointly
inconsistent, it is rationally impermissible to simultaneously believe every proposition in A” (ibid., p.283).
Ross and Schroeder argue that, thanks to the reasoning disposition claim, someone who believes jointly
inconsistent propositions risks treating jointly inconsistent propositions as true in their reasoning; this risk is
one rational people would avoid; and so, rational people would not believe jointly inconsistent propositions.
The second motivation turns on the datum that it is rational to believe a proposition p only if one’s evidence
significantly favours p over its negation. Their explanation of this datum (ibid., pp. 282–3) turns on the
claim that if p is a proposition whose probability on one’s evidence is not significantly higher than that of
¬p, then being disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning would do more harm than good. After all, one
would thereby run a significant risk of treating a false proposition as true in one’s reasoning.

Both explanations fail on the material conditional interpretation. For consider Tuman again: given the
material conditional interpretation, she is vacuously disposed to treat all propositions as true in her reasoning,
regardless of how likely they are on her evidence or whether they are jointly inconsistent. So, Tuman is
disposed to treat p and ¬p as true in her reasoning. Yet, intuitively, Tuman does not thereby risk treating
jointly inconsistent proposition as true in her reasoning; she is, after all, unable to reason. Similarly, take
an arbitrary proposition p whose probability on Tuman’s evidence is not significantly higher than that of
its negation. Tuman is vacuously disposed to treat p as true in her reasoning. But, intuitively, she does not
thereby run a significant risk of treating a false proposition as true in her reasoning; again, she is unable to
reason. So, important links in Ross and Schroeder’s explanations fail. The reasoning disposition claim, on
the material conditional interpretation, does not help to explain the two data at issue.
Now, we might object to the arguments in this footnote by saying that ‘in x’s reasoning’ be interpreted

as the antecedent of a material conditional even outside of the context of the reasoning disposition claim.
This would enable us to insist that Tuman does risk treating jointly inconsistent propositions as true in her
reasoning and does run a significant risk of treating a false proposition as true in her reasoning, although she
does so vacuously in both cases. However, this reply is of little help. For one, it predicts that the stone too
risks treating jointly inconsistent propositions as true in its reasoning and runs a significant risk of treating
a false proposition as true in her reasoning. But these predictions are obviously false; the stone runs no such
risks. For another, even if we conceded that there was some kind of risk the stone runs, it is unclear why
that kind of risk should matter normatively and impose rational requirements on subjects, as is required by
Ross and Schroeder’s explanations.
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for instance, believes p, but is not such that necessarily, if he reasons, he treats p as
true. For at some metaphysically possible world, one where, instead of believing p,
he believes ¬p or suspends judgement about p, he reasons, but does not treat p as
true. This possibility also makes it hard to see how John could be disposed to be such
that necessarily, if he reasons, he treats p as true.22

The intuition here is hard to pin down without a specific semantics of disposition
ascriptions. But, as an example of a semantics which validates the intuition, consider
Aimar (2018).23 For her, disposition ascriptions are possibility claims. ‘The vase is
fragile,’ for instance, is true just in case there is some world at which the vase breaks
easily, where context determines the domain of ‘some.’ Applying this semantics, ‘John
is disposed to be such that necessarily, if John reasons, he treats p as true’ is true just
in case there is some contextually relevant world at which John is easily such that
necessarily, if John reasons, he treats p as true. But there is no such world. Since there
is some metaphysically possible world where John reasons, but does not treat p as
true, the strict conditional is false at all worlds. Thus, John is a counterexample to the
reasoning disposition claim: he believes p, but is not disposed to treat p as true in his
reasoning.

Admittedly, this particular counterexample can be avoided. Defenders of the rea-
soning disposition claim can insist that they need not look at all worlds at which John
reasons in determining whether he is disposed to treat p as true in his reasoning.
Instead, they can restrict their attention to worlds at which John reasons and some fur-
ther condition obtains.24 This is, in effect, to introduce a restriction into the antecedent
of the strict conditional used by the strict conditional interpretation. On the resulting
restricted strict conditional interpretation, the disposition to treat p as true in one’s
reasoning is the disposition to satisfy the strict conditional ‘necessarily, if one reasons
and some further condition obtains, one treats p as true.’

Unfortunately, we have reason to be sceptical of this reply. To see why, consider
how we might fill in the added condition. Looking at the counterexample described
above, a natural option is to appeal to belief. Then, the disposition to treat p as true
in one’s reasoning is the disposition to be such that necessarily, if one reasons and
believes p, one treats p as true. This avoids the counterexample described above. For
the fact that there is some metaphysically possible world where John reasons, but
does not treat p as true because he believes ¬p or suspends judgement about p, no
longer makes the strict conditional false at all worlds. So, for all I have said, the strict
conditional is true at some worlds, in particular at those worlds relevant for ascribing
the reasoning disposition to John.

However, a restriction to worlds at which John reasons and believes p does not
suffice to ward off other counterexamples. Consider, for instance, what could happen
in a high stakes case: John could reason, but, despite believing p, only treat p as so-
and-so likely, rather than as true. Or consider what could happen if John feels stressed
out: his belief could fail to come to his mind, so that he merely treats p as an open

22 The same reasoning also applies to Numan. So, the strict conditional interpretation does not even avoid
my previous counterexample.
23 Both Maier (2016)’s and Vetter (2015)’ semantics also validate the intuition.
24 I thank an anonymous reviewer for this journal for bringing this response, and in particular the restriction,
discussed below, to worlds at which John reasons and believes p, to my attention.
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possibility, rather than as true. These examples show that there are metaphysically
possible worlds where John reasons and believes p, but does not treat p as true. But
given this, the strict conditional on which the restricted strict conditional interpretation
relies is false at all worlds. Hence, John is, yet again, a counterexample to the reasoning
disposition claim: he believes p, but is not disposed to treat p as true in his reasoning.

Defenders of the strict conditional interpretationmight try toward off the counterex-
amples just sketched by adding further restrictions. They might restrict their attention
to worlds at which John not only reasons and believes p, but is also in a low/normal
stakes case and is not feeling stressed. But it is hard to see what restriction could avoid
counterexamples altogether. For instance, even given the restrictions just mentioned,
the existence of worlds at which John’s belief fails to come to his mind and he merely
treats p as an open possibility because he is sleepy still makes John a counterexample
to the reasoning disposition claim. And if defenders of the strict conditional interpre-
tation decide to impose a blanket restriction along the lines of ‘no defeating conditions
are present’, they owe us an explanation of what these conditions are. Absent such an
explanation, we are either not in a position to evaluate whether these conditions fulfil
their task or may reasonably suspect that they save the reasoning disposition claim
from counterexample (if at all) only by trivializing it. For, of course, being disposed to
be such that necessarily, one treats p as true if one reasons and is no counterexample
to this disposition ascription is entailed by believing p.

Granted, the points just made do not conclusively settle the issue. Still, they high-
light a significant burden for defenders of the reasoning disposition claim intent on
pursuing the strict conditional interpretation. They must somehow specify a suitable
restriction on the antecedent of the strict conditional that avoids both counterexamples
and triviality.

3.3 A variably strict conditional?

The material conditional interpretation trivializes the reasoning disposition claim and
the strict conditional interpretation faces difficulties too. A final option interprets the
disposition to treat p as true in one’s reasoning as the disposition to satisfy a variably
strict conditional, e.g. a would-counterfactual or normality conditional. A variably
strict conditional ‘φ > ψ’ is treated as a universal quantifierwhose domain is restricted
to some subset of the metaphysically possible φ-worlds. ‘φ > ψ’ is true evaluated
at a world iff all of the metaphysically possible φ-worlds in the relevant subset are
ψ-worlds. For a would-counterfactual, the domain is restricted to the metaphysically
possible φ-worlds closest to the world of evaluation (e.g. Lewis 1973). For a normality
conditional, the domain is restricted to the metaphysically possible φ-worlds normal
relative to the world of evaluation (e.g. Smith 2007).

One important question for this version of the reasoning disposition claim is how
the variably strict conditional’s embedding under a disposition predicate affects the
restriction we impose on the set of metaphysically possible φ-worlds. This question
is hard to answer in a way that avoids counterexamples.

To illustrate, suppose we again adopt Aimar’s semantics for disposition ascriptions
and that we interpret the variably strict conditional as awould-counterfactual. On these
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assumptions, ‘one is disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning’ is true just in case
at some contextually relevant world w one is easily such that at all metaphysically
possible worlds closest to w at which one reasons, one treats p as true. Depending on
whatw is like, however, it is easy to find counterexamples to the reasoning disposition
claim so understood.

Consider yourself in a dreamless sleep, falsely believing that Liege is in France.
Suppose the domain of ‘some’ is restricted to worlds at which you are intrinsically
just like at the actual world. Suppose also that at the actual world and so at all worlds
in the domain of ‘some’, a wizard has shrunk himself so that he lives inside you and
watches over you. This wizard has the power to make you believe only truths, by either
extinguishing your false beliefs or replacing them with suitably related true beliefs,
and reliably successfully exercises this power should you be about to reason. Now, at
at least some metaphysically possible worlds closest to the worlds in the domain of
‘some’ where you reason, you do not falsely believe that Liege is in France and so do
not treat that proposition as true. Thus, on this way of developing the present option,
you are not disposed to treat the proposition that Liege is in France as true in your
reasoning. So, you are a counterexample to the reasoning disposition claim.25

This counterexample depends neither on the specific domain restriction on ‘some’
nor on appeal to the would-counterfactual.26 Of course, we may attempt to restrict the
domain of ‘some’ to worlds where no wizards are present. But notice that, on Aimar’s
semantics, the restriction on the domain of ‘some’ is meant to be supplied by context.
It would be surprising if every context delivered a wizard-excluding restriction. So, we
can reasonably expect there to be some contexts in which the counterexample arises.

Moreover, if we interpret the variably strict conditional as a normality conditional
rather than as a would-counterfactual, we get counterexamples by describing the case
so that it is normal for you to have a shrunk wizard inside you. (Imagine yourself in
a fantasy novel.) Given this, at least at some metaphysically possible worlds normal
relative to the worlds in the domain of ‘some’ where you reason, you do not falsely
believe that Liege is in France and so do not treat that proposition as true.

There is obviously more to be said about the case I am using. I do not intend it to
preclude interpreting the disposition to treat p as true in one’s reasoning as the dispo-
sition to satisfy a variably strict conditional. Rather, I take the example to highlight a
burden for defenders of the reasoning disposition claim intent on pursuing the present
option. They must, first, say how the variably strict conditional’s embedding under a
disposition predicate affects the restriction we impose on the set of metaphysically
possible φ-worlds and, second, show that the resultant view avoids counterexamples
like the case in the last few paragraphs.

25 Note that this example is not a convincing counterexample to the reasoning disposition claim if we
understand ‘in one’s reasoning’ as a post-verbal locative modifier. On that understanding the example may
be understood as featuring an intrinsic fink for your disposition to treat the proposition that Liege in France
as true in your reasoning. For there does exist a world where you are intrinsically just like in our imagined
world, but also treat the proposition that Liege is in France as a premise in your reasoning; for instance, a
world where another wizard blocks the wizard inhabiting you from successfully exercising their power.
26 The counterexample resembles Martin (1994)’s fink cases, which involve a disposition that will be
eliminated in circumstances that would commonly trigger its manifestation.
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4 The redundancy interpretation

Both of my arguments against the reasoning disposition claim so far relied on the
reasoning disposition’s being a disposition to treat p as true in one’s reasoning. The
two arguments differed merely in how they interpreted the prepositional phrase ‘in
one’s reasoning’. A radical reply to both arguments, then, takes this prepositional
phrase to be redundant or, alternatively, simply deletes it from our specification of the
reasoning disposition. The reasoning disposition, on this reply, is just the disposition
to treat p as true (or rely on p/use p as a premise).

There are two options regarding how to interpret treating p as true, a substantive
and a modest one. The modest interpretation has it that reasoning plays no special role
in the manifestation of the reasoning disposition. To treat p as true, the thought is, one
need not make use of it in one’s reasoning. For instance, consciously judging that p
is true is a way of treating p as true, but does not require reasoning. So, not having a
disposition to reason does not prevent one from having a disposition to treat p as true.
Importantly, however, the modest interpretation gives up on the idea that there is a
link between belief and reasoning. So, from my perspective, the modest interpretation
does not undermine my argument, but rather concedes defeat.

What about the substantive interpretation? This interpretation emphasizes the use
of p as a premise. On this interpretation, the reasoning disposition is a disposition to
treat p as a premise. Now, at first glance, treating p as a premise seems to require
reasoning. What else might treating p as a premise be, if not a bit of reasoning from
that premise to some lemma/conclusion? But if that is what treating p as a premise
amounts to, then a disposition to reason is required for a disposition to treat p as a
premise. It thus seems that the substantive interpretation does not avoid my earlier
argument, despite dropping the prepositional phrase ‘in one’s reasoning’ in specifying
the reasoning disposition’s manifestation.

This argument against the substantive interpretation is too quick, however. To see
this, let’s draw an analogy between reasoning, on the one hand, and proving in a system
of natural deduction such as Fitch, on the other. Consider a very simple proof of the
conjunction P ∧ P from the premise P .

1 P

2 P ∧ P ∧I, 1, 1

The proof as a whole involves a transition from a premise to a conclusion, from P
in the first line to P ∧ P in the second. But the first line on its own involves no such
transition. The first line stipulates that P is to be the premise of a proof by way of the
horizontal line underneath it. This stipulation by itself does not require one to then
complete the proof or take any further steps towards its completion. Still, by writing
P in the first line and drawing a horizontal line underneath it, one has, in an important
sense, treated p as a premise.

By analogy, we might think that treating p as a premise does not require any
reasoning from p to a lemma or conclusion. Treating p as a premise might be the
mental equivalent of writing P in the first line of the above proof and drawing a
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horizontal line underneath it. So, a disposition to treat p as a premise does not seem to
require a disposition to reason. Thus, arguments along the lines of Sect. 2 are blocked.
Moreover, the substantive interpretation spelled out in this way does not give up on
emphasizing the role beliefs play in reasoning: belief disposes one to do something
that plays a central role in reasoning; reasoning normally involves a transition from
things one treats as premises to some lemmas/conclusions.

However, we have reason to be sceptical of this interpretation of the reasoning
disposition claim too. For it seems at least possible, if not likely, that our creature,
having lost its disposition to reason, also loses its disposition to treat things as premises.
Thatmight be for either of two reasons. First, wemight stipulate that Numan’s capacity
to treat something as a premise is, just like her reasoning capacities, realized by the
part of her brain that was surgically removed.

Second, even if thiswas not the case, and her capacity to treat something as a premise
was realized elsewhere, it is worth noting that treating p as a premise, understood in
analogy with writing P in the first line of the above proof and drawing a horizontal
line underneath it, plays a central role in reasoning, but not in much else. Indeed, it
appears to be pointless to treat p as a premise, unless one goes on to reason from p
to some lemma/conclusion. But, Numan cannot do that, since the parts of her brain
that realize such transitions have been removed. So, for Numan it appears pointless
to treat p as a premise. Yet given this, we would expect it to be at least possible for
her not to be disposed to treat p as a premise. Thus, Numan’s case still suggests that a
reasoning disposition, even one specified as a disposition to treat p as a premise only,
is not required to believe p.

5 Concluding remarks

My aim here has been to argue against the claim—endorsed in some form by Ross
and Schroeder (2014) and Williamson (2017), among others—that to believe p, one
must be disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning. Strictly speaking, my argument
has been conditional on individuating dispositions, following Vetter (2015), by their
manifestations only and so interpreting the clause ‘to treat p as true in one’s reasoning’
as specifying only the reasoning disposition’smanifestation. Even given this restriction
in the scope of my argument, however, its result is significant. For if the reasoning
disposition claim requires a specificmetaphysics of dispositions, that is both interesting
and worrisome. Anyone inclined towards a manifestation-only view of dispositions—
such as myself—has reason to reject the reasoning disposition claim.

In addition, my counterexamples generalize, given at least some versions of the
view that a disposition is individuated by the pair of its manifestation and stimulus
condition. By way of conclusion, let me illustrate this by considering one way of
developing that view. On Wasserman (2011, p. 445)’s account, x is disposed to m
in s at a situation α, where m is a manifestation and s a stimulus condition, just in
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case x ms at many s-situations.27 The s-situations are a subset of the situations at
which the disposition’s stimulus condition, s, obtains: at all situations in this subset
x is intrinsically just like at α and the α-laws of nature obtain. ‘Many Fs are G’ is
true just in case the number of Fs that are G divided by the number of Fs exceeds a
contextually-determined threshold; depending on context, this threshold may be quite
low.

IfWasserman’s view is right, one is disposed to treat p as true in one’s reasoning at a
situation α just in case one treats p as true at many situations at which (i) the α-laws of
nature obtain, (ii) one is intrinsically just like at α, and (iii) one engages in a (suitable)
activity of reasoning. One satisfies the right-hand-side of this biconditional, moreover,
just in case the number of worlds at which (i) to (iii) are satisfied and one treats p
as true divided by the number of worlds at which (i) to (iii) are satisfied exceeds a
contextually-determined threshold.

But now return to Numan. Anyone intrinsically like her is barred from reasoning,
for lack of a neural realizer of reasoning or suitable replacement of such a realizer.
Given this, however, there are no situations atwhich (i) to (iii) are satisfied. The number
of such situations is 0. So, the number of situations at which (i) to (iii) are satisfied
and one treats p as true is also 0. Yet 0 divided by 0 is undefined. So, we do not get
a number that exceeds the contextually-determined threshold, whatever the threshold
may be. Wasserman’s view thus does not predict that Numan is disposed to treat p as
true in her reasoning. If this is right, Numan remains a counterexample to the reasoning
disposition claim, even if we abandon a manifestation-only view of dispositions. My
argument against the reasoning disposition claim generalizes to at least some versions
of the view that ‘treat p as true’ specifies the reasoning disposition’s manifestation,
whilst ‘in one’s reasoning’ specifies its stimulus condition.28
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